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Effect of sputtering pressure-induced roughness on the microstructure and the perpendicular gian
magnetoresistance of FeÕCr superlattices
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We have studied the connection between structure and magnetism of Fe/Cr superlattices as a function of
sputtering pressure. To measure the perpendicular giant magnetoresistance, we have fabricated microstructured
Fe/Cr pillars embedded in SiO2 and interconnected with Nb electrodes. Because of the uniform current distri-
bution in the Nb electrodes and the minimization of the superlattice-electrode contact resistance, the method
allows a simple and independent measurement of the perpendicular superlattice resistance and giant magne-
toresistance. A detailed quantitative structural analysis by x-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy,
and high spatial resolution electron-energy-loss spectroscopy imaging, was correlated with magnetization and
anisotropic magnetotransport properties. Structural characterization of@Fe~3 nm!/Cr~1.3 nm!#20 superlattices
indicate that the roughness increases monotonically with pressure. The current perpendicular to the plane giant
magnetoresistance was also found to increase with pressure. This is interpreted as arising from an enhanced
spin-dependent scattering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of giant magnetoresistance~GMR! in
magnetic superlattices,1 much interesting experimental an
theoretical work has been done to understand this phen
enon. The GMR depends on several physical properties:
magnetic structure~via the interlayer exchange coupling!,
the spin-dependent electronic band structure and the s
dependent electron scattering.2–5 Both the magnetic coupling
and the spin-dependent scattering are influenced by the
perlattices microstructure. The antiferromagnetic magnet
tion alignment at zero field depends on interlayer coupl
and superlattices imperfections like spacer thickness fluc
tions ~that leads to local changes of the coupling! and mag-
netic pinholes~that leads to ferromagnetic alignment of pa
of the sample!. Finally, because the spin-dependent scat
ing occurs at impurities inside the magnetic layers and at
interfaces, changes of superlattice microstructure~via inter-
facial roughness, interdiffusion, or pinholes density! will af-
fect both bulk and interface properties and as a conseque
the GMR. Although most of the theoretical and experimen
work underscores the importance of interfacial roughness
the GMR magnitude, contradictory experiments have b
reported on the effect of interfacial roughness on the cur
in plane6,8 ~CIP! and current perpendicular to the plan9

~CPP! GMR. Hence, a detailed structural and magnetic ch
acterization is critical to further understand the origin of t
GMR.

We have characterizedquantitativelyinterfacial disorder
in Fe/Cr superlattices tuned by varying the sputtering pr
sure ~P!, using two complementary techniques: low-ang
x-ray diffraction ~LAXRD !, and energy-filtered imaging o
cross-section samples in an analytical TEM. The superlat
microstructure was then correlated with their magnetizat
and current perpendicular to the plane~CPP! GMR. LAXRD
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~22!/15079~5!/$15.00
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and electron-energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS! analysis of
@Fe~3 nm!/Cr~1.3 nm!#20 sputter-deposited at Ar pressure~P!
varying from 4 to 10 mTorr provide evidence that the roug
ness is correlated, cumulative~through the superlattice stack!
and increases withP. The CPP GMR is also found to in
crease withP.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

Fe/Cr ~110! superlattices have been grown by dc magn
tron sputtering on Si~100! substrates at room temperature.
130 nm thick Nb buffer layer was deposited prior to t
superlattice deposition for transport measurements purpo
The superlattices structure was thoroughly characterized
low angle x-ray diffraction using a Rigaku rotating ano
diffractometer with CuKa radiation. The specular spectr
were fitted with the SUPREX refinement program10 to esti-
mate the interfacial roughness.

A quantitative structural analysis of the superlattices h
been achieved with TEM and high spatial resolution EELS
the cross-sectional geometry taking advantage of the en
filtered imaging technique.11 Analytical electron microscopy
investigations were carried out using a Philips CM20-FE
TEM equipped with a Gatan Imaging Filter, capable of o
taining both electron-energy-loss spectra and energy-filte
images in real time.

Magnetotransport measurements in the CPP geometry
not easily achievable because of the small perpendic
resistance12,13 of the superlattices, although they allow th
deconvolution of the electron scattering occurring in the f
romagnetic bulk from those occurring at the interfaces.14–16

The experimental setup to measure the CPP GMR in Fe
superlattices using microfabrication techniques is deta
elsewhere.17 Essentially it consists of fabricating Fe/Cr s
perlattices which are then processed into 30330mm2 pillars
which are isolated electrically by SiO2 and interconnected in
15 079 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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series with superconducting Nb electrodes. We have e
mated the Nb-multilayer contact resistance to be smaller t
0.15 mV,17 while the resistance of our samples is typica
more than one order of magnitude bigger. Therefore, beca
the contact resistance is negligible compared to the ac
sample’s resistance, no adjustments or corrections have
done to the measured resistance. The calculated area
contact resistance 2ARNb multilayer ~whereA is the pillars area!
is smaller than 3 fVm2.

dc and ac perpendicular magnetotransport measurem
were performed in a helium cryostat equipped with a sup
conducting solenoid. The measurement temperature is
60.05 K and the applied field is always parallel to the su
strate plane.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 presents the low angle specular x-ray diffract
~LAXRD ! spectra taken on a series of superlattic
@Fe~3 nm!/Cr~1.3 nm!#20 grown on top of a 130 nm thick Nb
buffer layer with sputtering pressures varying between 4
10 mTorr.

With the exception of the sample grown at 10 mTorr,
specular spectra exhibit the first superlattice peak and fi
size oscillations due to the buffer layer thickness. AsP in-
creases, the superlattice Bragg peak broadens and its i
sity decreases until it disappears at high pressure, which
dicates that the roughness increases withP.6,10 Note that
although the superlattice peak disappears, the overall in
sity profile is strongly influenced by the interfacial roughne
and will provide structural information.

The surface roughness of sputtered films has been fo
theoretically and experimentally to scale as a power law
the film thicknessta wherea depends on the dynamics of th
growth process.18,19 In superlattices, this type of roughne
has been generally modeled as cumulative fluctuations in
layer thickness10,20,21or increases in the interface width wit
increased superlattice thickness.21 Our structural model as
sumes a roughness that increases cumulatively with the
layer index~M! according to a power laws5saMa where
sa is the roughness of the first bilayer, anda an exponent
describing the evolution of the roughness.10 The lines in Fig.

FIG. 1. LAXRD specular spectra taken on a series of super
tices @Fe~3 nm!/Cr~1.2 nm!#20 grown on top of a 100 nm thick Nb
buffer layer with sputtering pressures varying between 4 and
mTorr. Lines are fits using the SUPREX refinement program. Sp
tra are offset for clarity.
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1 are the fit to the data obtained with the SUPREX refin
ment program.10

The final values of the fitting parameters were checked
ensure they produce minima in thex2 confidence factor of
the fit. The validity of the cumulative roughness model h
been established earlier~using x rays and EELS analysis! for
sputtered Fe/Cr superlattices while studying the interfa
roughness as a function of bilayers index.17 The superlattice
modulation lengthL5t~Fe!1t~Cr! ~where t is the layer
thickness!, extracted from the fit is in good agreeme
~within 10%! with nominal values derived from depositio
rates. The roughness parameterssa and a were extracted
from the fits. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! show their evolution with
sputtering pressure. Note a significant increase ofsa with P.
A better way to characterize the roughness evolution is
estimate the average superlattice roughness defined bysav

5(M51
N sM /N ~whereM is the bilayer index andN the num-

ber of bilayers!. As shown in Fig. 2~c!, sav increases mono-
tonically with sputtering pressure.

This is consistent with the increase of roughness repo
with P for Fe/Cr superlattices grown directly on S
substrates.6 It should also be stressed that the presence of
Nb buffer layer introduces some additional roughness. A
ries of superlattices@Fe~3 nm!/Cr~1.2 nm!#20 was grown on
top of Nb buffer layers with thicknesses varying from 0
100 nm. Refinement of the low-angle x-ray spectra taken
that series shows a monotonic increase of the roughness
rametersa andsav with the buffer layer thickness.

Quantitative structural analysis of the superlattices
also been obtained with TEM and high spatial resolut
energy-filtered imaging in the cross-sectional geometry. D
to the low contrast in scattering power and similar latti
parameters between Fe and Cr, brightfield TEM pictu
taken on these samples show only limited diffraction contr
running along the growth direction indicating a column
growth of the superlattices. On the other hand, EELS p
tures showed an enhanced contrast. Cr maps using theL3,2
edge (2p-3d transitions, following dipole selection rules! of
two @Fe~3 nm!/Cr~1.3 nm!#20 superlattices grown on Nb at

t-

0
c-

FIG. 2. Roughness parameters~a! sa , ~b! a, and average rough
ness~c! sav as a function of sputtering pressure. Lines are guid
for the eye.
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and 10 mTorr are shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively.
Note that the roughness is significantly higher for the sam
grown at 10 mTorr and that the roughness is highly cor
lated. Element~both Cr and Fe! intensity profiles were taken
on the same samples along a section perpendicular to
substrate plane with an integration width of 2.7 nm. The
profiles were taken every 1.35 nm, along a 100 to 120
lateral length~along the multilayer surface!. For each Cr~Fe!
profile, the position of the maximum EELS intensity w
determined. For each bilayer, the roughness is defined a
standard deviation of the Cr intensity maximum over a 1
to 120 nm lateral length.

Figure 4 shows the quantitative roughness as a functio
bilayer index for the two superlattices. The lines are fits
the cumulative roughness model (s5saMa) used to extract
the roughness parameters from the LAXRD specular spe
The first observation is that the roughness increases cum
tively with the bilayer index in both samples as already
tablished for superlattices grown at 5 mTorr.17 Secondly, not
only the roughness of the first layersa increases withP but
the roughness progresses much faster at high pressure
average roughnesssav5(M51

N sM /N and superlattice modu
lation lengthL5t~Fe!1t~Cr! were extracted for a series o
samples sputtered atP54, 6, 8, and 10 mTorr, by measurin
the standard deviation of the Cr intensity maxima and
distance between Cr maxima respectively for each individ
bilayer. Statistical histograms were plotted and fitted
Gaussian curves to extract theL fluctuations. The bilayer
thickness fluctuations given by half the FWHM of the Gau
ian curves are shown in Fig. 5 together with the avera
roughnesssav of the superlattice. Figure 5 shows that bo

FIG. 3. Cr mapping taken on Nb~130 nm!-@Fe~3 nm!/
Cr(1.2 nm)]20 grown at~a! 4 mTorr and~b! 10 mTorr.

FIG. 4. Roughness of each individual bilayer as a function
the bilayer indexM for P54 mTorr ~j! and 10 mTorr~s!. Lines
are fits to the data with (s5saMa).
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the average roughness and the bilayer thickness fluctua
increase with pressure. Therefore,quantitativeEELS analy-
sis confirms thesav increase withP found from the refine-
ment of the LAXRD spectra.

Magnetization measurements were performed with
SQUID magnetometer at 10 K. Figure 6 presents the dep
dence of the remnant magnetization (MR) normalized to the
saturation magnetization (MS) of @Fe~3 nm!/Cr~1.3 nm!#20 as
a function ofP. This quantity gives an estimate of the samp
fraction which is not antiferromagnetically aligned at ze
field. A small increase ofMR /MS is observed with increas
ing P over the 4 to 12 mTorr range. The increase ofMR /MS
can be due to an increased density of ferromagnetic sh
~due to pinholes! between Fe layers, or to Cr thickness flu
tuations that can locally change the coupling. Note that
latter would be consistent with the increase of bilayer thic
ness fluctuations withP as shown by EELS.

A series of @Fe~3 nm!/Cr~1.3 nm!#20 superlattices grown
at various sputtering pressures was measured in the CPP
figuration. The Nb electrodes exhibit a superconducting cr
cal temperature (TC) of 7.5 K, which is depressed due t
degradation during the patterning and the proximity to
layers.22 Below TC , the 100 pillars in series provide a tota

f

FIG. 5. ~a! Average roughness and~b! modulation length fluc-
tuations as a function ofP. Lines are guides for the eye.

FIG. 6. Remnant magnetization (MR) normalized to the satura
tion magnetization (MS) as a function of sputtering pressure. Th
line is a guide for the eye.
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resistance in the mV range, which can be measured wi
conventional techniques. The ‘‘saturation’’ field~where fer-
romagnetic alignment is achieved! is always smaller than the
upper critical field of our Nb thin films at 2 K~1.2 T for a
100 nm thick Nb film!. It has been shown previously that th
contact resistance superlattice-Nb is small compared with
measured superlattice resistance.17 The uniform current dis-
tribution in the superconducting Nb electrodes and the sm
superlattice-electrode contact resistance assure that the
sured resistance is intrinsic.

Figure 7 presents the CPP GMR ratio@defined as (RAP
2RP)/RP# and the perpendicular resistivitiesrAP andrP of
@Fe~3 nm!/Cr~1.3 nm!#20 for the two magnetic configuration
~antiparallel and parallel alignment!. Both the GMR ratio and
the resistivities increase withP. The GMR increase is due t
a faster increase ofrAP compared torP . Because the in-
crease of pressure decreases the deposition rate at con
power and changes the surface mobility on the substrate
increase of resistivity of the same order is expected forrAP
and rP due to the increased concentration of defects
impurities. This is contrary to what is observed, asrAP in-
creases faster thanrP .

Note that a loss of antiferromagnetic coupling~due to
enhanced contribution of ferromagnetic shorts or Cr thi
ness fluctuations! is often expected with increasin
roughness6,7 and should decrease the GMR. Figure 6 p
vides evidence of a small loss of magnetic coupling w
pressure-induced roughness. Therefore a decrease of GM
expected withP contrary to what is observed. It should b
noted at this stage that our values ofMR /MS , which reflect
the strength of the antiferromagnetic alignment betweeF
layers, are somewhat higher than those reported for sys
with higher GMR values~e.g., Ref. 13!. This would seem
consistent with the fact that perfect antiferromagnetic ali
ment would lead to the maximum GMR values. We theref
note that the specific behavior of the roughness depend
of the GMR may be different in samples with very differe
tendency to antiferromagnetic alignments.

The enhancement of CPP GMR is the result of a com
tition between an increase of GMR~due to roughness! and a

FIG. 7. ~a! CPP resistivitiesrAP(m) andrP(d) as a function of
sputtering pressure.~b! CPP GMR ratio~j! as a function ofP.
Lines are guides for the eye.
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decrease of GMR~due to the small loss of coupling!, the
GMR increase being large enough to compensate the eff
due to the loss of coupling.

It has been shown theoretically4 that the CIP GMR of
epitaxial Fe/Cr superlattices increases when the step de
at the interfaces increases~in the form of a decreased rough
ness lateral coherence length! or when the step height~ver-
tical roughness! increases. On the other hand, both an
crease and decrease of CIP GMR have been reported
polycrystalline Fe/Cr superlattices with roughness induc
via annealing, changes of substrate temperature or sputte
pressure.6–8 A GMR enhancement can be attributed to
increased spin-dependent scattering, a decreased
independent scattering or a combination of both. Similarly
GMR reduction can be due to a decreased spin-depen
scattering, an increased spin-independent scattering or b

The GMR effect can be explained qualitatively and qua
titatively by taking into account a spin asymmetry of th
parameters describing the transport properties of the two
channels, up~↑! and down~↓! for electronic conduction.14,15

The CPP geometry permits a quantitative analysis of
GMR in terms of interface resistanceRF/N↑(↓)52RF/N* „1
2(1)g… and bulk resistivities of the ferromagnetic laye
rF↑(↓)52rF* (12(1)b) and of the nonmagnetic layer
rN↑(↓)52rN* . b andg are the spin asymmetry coefficien
from bulk and interface scattering respectively,RF/N* is the
spin averaged interface resistance,rF* and rN* are the spin
averaged resistivities for the ferromagnetic and nonmagn
metal, respectively. In the limit where the layer thickness
are smaller than the spin diffusion lengths in both metals
series resistor model has been theoretically proposed.15 This
was extensively used~see Refs. 9, 16 and references withi!
to extract spin asymmetry coefficients and interface and b
resistivities from CPP data in various systems. Using
Valet and Fert notations,RAP andRP can be written as fol-
lows:

ARAP52ARNb/F1NrF* tF1~N21!@2ARF/N* 1rNtN#,
~1!

RP5RAP2
@NbrF* tF12~N21!gARF/N* #2

A2RAP
, ~2!

FIG. 8. Plot of @Dr3rAP#1/2 against pressure,P, for the CPP
data shown in Fig. 7. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
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whereA is the pillar area,N the number of bilayers,RNb/F
the Nb/Fe interface resistance, andtN and tF are the thick-
ness of the nonmagnetic and ferromagnetic layer, res
tively. Note that theN21 prefix accounts for the last C
layer which is superconducting due to proximity to the N
electrode.

Equation~2! illustrates the spin dependent contribution
the electronic transport and can be rewritten using the s
dependent interface resistance and bulk resistivity de
tions:

A2~RAP2RP!RAP5A2DR3RAP

5NS rF
↓ 2rF

↑

4 D tF12A~N21!

3S RF/N
↓ 2RF/N

↑

4 D . ~3!

As shown in Fig. 7, bothDR andRAP increase with pres-
sure. Note that an increase or decrease in spin-independent
scattering due to enhanced disorder would affect equ
both spin channels and would not affect the right-hand s
of Eq. ~3! contrary to what is observed. Therefore the
crease ofDR3RAP with P is clear indication of an increas
of spin-dependentscattering and hence an enhancement
the spin asymmetry of the scattering. This increase is sh
in Fig. 8.
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IV. SUMMARY
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